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                     Radiation protection 
The since of protecting workers and the public from unnecessary 

radiation. It involves. 

1. Accurate measurement of radiation to radiation workers. 

2.  Design and use of methods to reduce radiation. 

 

Types of Radiation that we must  protect our selves from it : 

1. Natural radiation. 

2. Artificial radiation. 

 

1.Natural Radiation: It called also background radiation and it 

divides into:- 

 A. External : It include: 

   1. Cosmic rays: Including neutrons, it constitute 30-40% of   

   the natural radiation. Research have been indicate that the  

   background at 3000m elevation is about 20% higher than that     

   at sea level. 

 

* Neutrons are very effective because of it's neutral charge and    

   can pass with very high penetration. 

 

 2. Terrestrial radiation: Including air, it constitutes also 30-40% 

of the natural radiation and depend on the geographical factor.  

 

Example: Wooden building less absorber for radiation than brick 

building and concrete, radiation to the lungs due to the radon in a 

wooden building is half that in a brick building and one third that in 

a concrete. 

 
 Radon: gas is one of the radioactive daughter products of the 

radium family , present in the air we breath. It decay with T1/2 = 4 

days into a solid that is deposited on nearly any surface such as a 

dust particles. As we breath, these particles stick to the lining of the 

lungs make increase the radioactivity in the lungs. 
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Note : Effect of smoking (Tobacco): 

   Tobacco leaves collect radioactivity while drying . therefore the  

   smoke that enters the lungs may give them up to five times the  

   radiation a non smoker receives. This may be a contributing   

   factor to lung cancer. 

 

 B. Internal : It includes: 

 1. 
40 

K :.Constitute 16% of the natural radiation 

 2. Other radionudides :. Constitute 4%of the natural radiation and 

include Fe, S, ..... 

 

Typical sources of natural radiation : 

 
    Source                                 Background Radiation(mrem/year) 

External irradiation                    

 Cosmic rays: including neutron               (40%)             50 

 Terrestrial radiation: including air           (40%)             50 

Internal irradiation 

     
40

K                                                       (16%)             20 

 other radionuclide                                   (4 % )              5       

    Total                                                                           125     
 

 

 2. Artificial Radiation : 

 The sources of these radiation is: 

1. Diagnostic uses of radioactivity (nuclear medicine) and X-rays. 

2. Therapeutic uses of X-rays and radio activity. 

 

Units of Radiation Protection : 

Quality factor (QF):- is due to increase biological effects of the 

ionizing radiation is comparison to other type. A (rad) of densely 

ionizing radiation. (Such as fission fragment , recoil nuclei … etc) 

do much more damage to a cell. That a (rad). Of X-rays, γ-rays, or 

beta rays; these assigned a large QF. It is arbitrarily defined to be 

constant for particular radiation. 

     

 ((nuclear medicineموجود في ال)) Biological effect))*مالحظة ال))
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The quality factor for various types of radiation 

 
          Radiation type                     Rounded QF    

1. X-ray, γ ray (electron and                  1 

  positron energy> 0.03 Mev   

2. electrons and positron                        2 

  (energy ≤ 0.03 Mev) 

3. neutrons, energy < 10 Kev                 3 

4. neutrons, energy ≥ 10 Kev                 10 

5. Protons                                               10 

6. Alpha particles                                   20 

7. Fission fragments, recoil-nuclei          20 

 

 

1. REM:   Radiation Equivalent Man. 

                  the dose equivalent is a unit for calculating . 

                 DE = QF * rads 

 

2. Sievert: Sievert = quality factor * gray 

                  SI ((Gray = 100 rad )). 

 

 

Question: 

    Person exposed to mixed field of radiation of a total dose of 5 

gray, the field consists of 20% X-rays and gamma rays, 15% 

electron of energy < 10 KeV, 15% neutron > 100 KeV, 15% alpha 

particles, 35% fission fragments: 

* Calculate :total equivalent dose to that person. 

 

Solution:        

                       1 gray= 100rad →5 gray=500rad 

 Note: for each type of radiation, has it's specific quality factor 

                      (( DE  = rad*quality factor ))  
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Hence: 

1.dose equivalent for                  =500*20/100*1=100 rem. 

   20% X-rays and   rays. 

2.dose equivalent for                  =500*15/100*2=150 rem. 

   15% electron <10 KeV. 

3.dose equivalent for                  =500*15/100*10=750 rem. 

   15% neutron E > 100KeV. 

4.dose equivalent for                  =500*15/100*20=1500 rem. 

   15% alpha particles. 

5.dose equivalent for                  =500*35/100*20=3500 rem. 

   35% fission fragments. 

 

:. The total equivalent dose   =100+50+750+1500+3500=6000 rem. 

         to that person 

 

 

Biological Effect of Ionizing Radiation: 

  
1. genetic effect: )التأثير الوراثي( 
    This affects the reproductive cells when it is irradiated, and 

affect later generations. Therefore, it's effect is specially on the 

ovaries in female and testes in male. 

This effect is depend on: 

1. Type of radiation.  

2. amount of radiation. 

3. individual age. 

 

2. Somatic effect: ) التأثير الجسمي( 
    This affect on the individual directly after the exposure; and 

these effects are: 
1. Reddening of the skin. 

2. loss of hair. 

3. stiffening "fibrosis" of the lung. 

4. Induction of cataracts in the eyes. 

5. Ulceration. 

6. carcinogenesis, induction of cancer. 
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7. formation of holes "fistulas" in tissues. 

This effect is depend on : 

1. amount of radiation. 

2. the part of the body irradiated. 

3. age of the patient. 

Recommended Maximum Permissible Doses (MPD) for 

radiation workers and the general population, excluding 

intentional medical exposure. 

 

Type of Exposure: 
Radiation workers:                         MPD ( rems / year ) 
Whole body                                               →   5 

Gonad and lenses of eye                            →   5 

Skin of whole body                                   →    30 

Hands & feet                                            →    75 

 

Population: 
Whole body                                              →     0.5 

Gonads                                                     →      0.167  

                                                                                       _    

 

 

 

 


